AI•STRACT.--I presented four groups of Common Ravens (Corvus corax) with a problem that they had never encountered before. Could they demonstrate the solution to this problem without first practicing or learning the correct sequence of intermediary steps? The problem posed was the reaching of food suspended by a string. The solution required perching above the string and the food, reaching down, pulling up a loop of string, setting the looped-up string onto the perch, stepping onto the string, releasing the string with the bill while simultaneously applying pressure with the foot onto it, then reaching down again to repeat the cycle six to eight times in that precise order before finally securing a piece of dried meat. The results varied enormously between individuals. However, typically a bird approached the string nervously, pecked or briefly yanked on the string, repeated the approach when given another opportunity, extinguished the approach behavior, or suddenly did the entire string-pulling sequence correctly. One of the wild birds performed the entire sequence correctly on his first approach to the string, even though no other bird of that group had shown the behavior. After a bird had acquired the behavior it thereafter performed the behavior correctly without fail. Other behaviors were associated with successful string pulling. From their first trial, the four hand-reared individuals dropped the meat attached to string (and perch) if they were shooed from the perch. In contrast, other birds that were handed the food attached to string attempted to fly off with it, and it required five to nine trials before they refused to do so, apparently learning the consequences of this behavior. Other problems related to food presented on the dangling string also were solved without first overtly trying out the alternatives. These problems involved: (1) crossing the string with food with another string that held a rock; (2) using a novel string with food, next to the previously-rewarded "old" string; and (3) having food on string next to a rock on string, but with insertion of the string on the perch now displaced laterally. In contrast, the birds ACCORDING TO WEBSTER'S dictionary, insight is defined as "the power or act of seeing into a situation." Because one cannot examine directly the subjective experience of an animal, demonstrating insight is highly problematical. Insight can be shown indirectly to play a role in a behavior where learning and/or responses present from birth can be eliminated. However, this is a difficult task because each behavior is likely based on a varying spectrum of all the above. Thus, insight is operationally impossible to demonstrate, especially in all ecologicallyrelevant common tasks, where it might be expected to be most common, because the organism can be expected also to have been programmed to perform them.
mon Ravens that were presented with a problem they had never encountered before: food suspended from a long string. Ravens, like parrots, have the capacity to grasp objects with their bill and feet. Given this capacity, I expected that they would be able to grasp the string, pull it, and use their feet to hold it. However, the problem consisted of assembling these behaviors into a repetitive pattern with the goal of gaining food.
In order to reach the food, the birds needed to reach down from a perch, pull up on the string, place a pulled-up loop of string onto their perch, step up with one foot, place this foot onto the pulled-up portion of string, release the bill from the string to reach down again, pull up on the string, etc., so as to repeat the exact cycle at least five times.
METHODS

Most of the detailed behavioral
observations refer to a group of five birds that were hand reared from nestlings. The behavioral experiments were conducted when they were approximately 1.5 years of age in a 90 m • aviary attached at a 2 x 1.5 m window of my home so I could observe from inside the house. This aviary contained a shed, small trees, natural ground cover, and horizontal poles for perches. The poles from which food was suspended were approximately 3 m above the ground. These five birds were identified by conspicuous plastic colored and numbered patagial tags. In order of dominance rank the birds were: 5 (0), 4 (0), 3 (•),
(•), 27 (•)
. In general, in any one group, only the most dominant birds could gain access to the food, because they chased off subordinates. However, unless otherwise indicated, I provided several strings with food at the same time so that the dominant birds could not monopolize access. (Nevertheless, dominance still played a role because birds could not fly off with pulled-up meat, and when a subordinate had pulled up meat it was approached by dominants who attempted to take the meat. The seemingly obvious solution of examining one bird at a time was not used because isolated birds were even more hesitant to approach strings than birds in groups.)
The strings used were twisted sisal twine, except where otherwise indicated. In one experiment, food was on a string on the snow outside a chicken-wire screen. However, in all other experiments the bait was suspended 70 cm below one of the perches or poles. Different individual strings and different attachment points were used throughout the experiments between different trials. In some trials, as indicated, each string holding meat was paired with another string holding a rock of similar mass. Except in the later trials (as indicated), the meat was air-dried hard salami to minimize the possibility that the birds would rip off pieces by flying by and grabbing it. Except in one observation where food was left on string for wild birds in the field, I was always present when strings or bait on string were available so that no birds could learn by practicing without my knowledge.
Within each group, food prior to the trials was equally available to all; hence, motivation to access the food should have been similar. Calf carcasses were supplied ad libidum, but removed at least an hour prior to any observations.
RESULTS
Starting to pull up string.--For approximately 15 h from 1 to 6 December, 1990, I presented the five birds with a series of opportunities on successive days to take pieces of meat suspended by string from the horizontal perches. In the first trial of 6 h on 1 December, two strings with meat were provided and all of the birds eventually walked along the perch and examined the meat dangling below them.
Bird 3 was the first to peck at the string holding the meat, and to yank at it laterally. After five unsuccessful attempts to reach/obtain the meat from the perch by pecking and yanking at the string from above, this bird examined the meat from the ground instead, then jumpedflew up five times to grasp the meat in its bill, all the while dangling from it without letting go. Using this clumsy method, she apparently was able to tear off a few very small bits of meat and, over the next six days, whenever meat was presented on a string, she attempted no other method.
Bird 27 only once pecked at the meat-bearing string from the top on the first day. Like Bird 3, she subsequently grabbed the dangling meat by jumping/flying at it, to then tug at it while suspended in midair. Also, like Bird 3, during six days she tried no other method after the pattern was established on the first day.
On the first day, Bird 4, like Bird 3, pecked or yanked at the meat-bearing string, after Bird 3 had done so (but unlike Bird 3, he did not jump-fly at it). He then appeared to abandon all attempts to get the meat, but 6 h later again tried the same behavior. This time, however, after one of these yanks of the string, the bird put one foot on this pulled-up string, reached down and pulled up another length of string, to step on it again after backing up another step along the perch, to repeat the process until reaching the meat. That is, it almost "instantly" performed a behavioral sequence of at least six steps (reach, grab, pull up, set down, step on, let go, reach down, etc.) that had to be repeated without mistake at least five more times (for 30 steps total) with no apparent trial-and-error learning for most if not all of these steps, chaining these steps together into a single unbroken sequence. After this first success (on 1 December), Bird 4 immediately pulled up meat (Fig.  1) without hesitation in subsequent trials and, on this and for the next five days (2-6 December), had a monopoly of quick access to meat suspended from string. This bird at no time jumped at the meat from the ground, as Birds 3 and 27 continued to do.
Bird 5 also pecked at the string (twice) during the 6 h on the first day. Like Bird 4, he also pulled it laterally, but then failed to step on it so as to be able to release his bill for a second pull. However, after Bird 4 had pulled up meat, Bird 5 closely followed this bird and, for the next four days (now 1 h/day), he never attempted to access meat that was provided simultaneously on several strings. Instead, his only feeding strategy was to take meat that Bird 4 pulled up. Finally, on the feeding trials of the sixth day, Bird 5 at first ineffectually pecked at the top of the meat-bearing string and then also yanked laterally. On the third such attempt, he also stepped onto the pulled-up string, freeing his bill to pull again. As with Bird 4 five days previously, he now completed the entire repetitive sequence correctly all at once. After his Until the end of the experiments, these two birds (4 and 5) always pulled the string laterally, stepping on it after pulling it onto the perch so that most of the string was stretched out along the horizontal perch until the meat was reached (Fig. 1) . In contrast, when Birds 3 and 30 later started pulling up meat (on 23 and 30 December, respectively), they always pulled the string straight up so that consecutive loops were piled directly under their feet (Fig. 2) In all four ravens (3, 4, 5, and 30) that could finally access the food on the string, the transition from no success (ignoring the food or merely yanking at the string) to constant reliable access (pulling up the meat) occurred with no demonstrable trial-and-error learning as regards the process itself. However, I had the impression that, with practice, they pulled the meat up more quickly and efficiently because they reached it in about five long pull-ups rather problem of whether they could assemble repetitive behaviors to solve a problem since they refer to single acts only.
Flying with the meat.--Ravens that are interrupted with a small piece of meat that they are feeding on almost always fly off with it in their bill, to continue feeding elsewhere. But what if the meat is tied to string? Do the birds "know" that the string on which they pull is attached to the food? One way to determine this is if they simultaneously acquire another behavior without trials. For example, rather than flying off with pulled-up meat solidly attached to the string, the birds always began to feed on it on that portion of the perch where they pulled it up. I routinely shooed them away (in order to repeat the experiment before they fed) and, in over 100 trials, I never saw Birds 3, 4, 5, or 30 attempt to fly off with a piece of meat they had pulled up. That is, in these birds, no trials were needed to learn how to avoid the punishment of having their head yanked violently in flight.
Bird 27, however, served as an instructive contrast. As indicated already, this bird never pulled up meat, but it once stole it from another bird that had pulled it up. She then flew off with this meat in her bill, to be caught short after about a 0.5 m off the perch. After that, she did not come near food on the string again. horizontal perch.
Two captive American Crows (C. brachyrhynchos) behaved similarly to Bird 27, although they were less hesitant at strings. The crows almost instantly grabbed meat attached to string when it was laid onto the perch (even though they had ignored it for a month when it was left dangling, after I had given up watching to see pulling responses). Invariably, they also attempted to fly off with it. However, it required five and nine trials, respectively, before the two crows had learned to drop the meat when startied, instead of flying off with it.
Initial string tug.--Did the ravens attempt to get meat by an arbitrary series of yanks on just any string near the bait? Up to this phase in my series of experiments, all of the strings the birds encountered had meat attached, and the birds perhaps had learned to approach string (any string) and pull it up and expect food. I then provided a "blank" string (i.e. one without meat but a rock attached instead) next to each string with meat. Combining horizontal strings laid onto the ground and hanging vertical strings (see Table 1 , A and C), the birds (3, 4 and 5) gave their initial pulls at paired strings randomly (total of 38 meat vs. 35 rock). However, they never pulled a rock up or in. After they gave a "wrong" string a tug, they always then switched to grab the meat-bearing string, which was then always pulled all the way up or in. (The tests of this series, however, refer only to the first or the initial tug.) Therefore, one may conclude that, although the ravens may have been conditioned previously to expect food from string (and therefore to no longer look before starting to pull), they nevertheless only continued to pull on a string if they saw the meat attached to it either move or come closer to them. Their hasty first yank on the first string they came to may have been due to carelessness, since in previous trials it had not been necessary for them to check closely for the string-meat connection before pulling.
Crossed strings.--Given that I had made it necessary for the birds to discriminate between strings, it was now possible to ask if they observed the functional connection between the meat and the string, or if they based their choice only on the previous experience of pulling the string directly above the meat. To differentiate between these two possibilities, ! displaced food 15 cm laterally from the point of attachment to the perch (by tying a thin black thread to it and pulling the meat within 4 to 5 cm of an empty string). Thus, if the birds pulled up on the string above the food rewards, as always before they would now pull the string with the rock attached (see Table 1 , B). However, if they looked to see what was attached to the string, they should in this novel situation need to approach and pull up string laterally to the meat, rather than that closest over it as always before.
The results of this experiment (Table 1, 1, F) . This situation appeared to make the birds pause and gaze at the string before pulling, and they also attacked the fine thread I had used to pull the meat-bearing twine laterally. However, of the four individuals, Bird 4 overwhelmingly (17 vs. 4) pulled the correct string, even though the strings were crossed. In contrast, Birds 3, 5, and 30 never once pulled the correct meat-bearing string in a total of 79 trials (Table 1, F). As before, they pulled only the string closest to the meat (or the thread). These results show that in these birds the alternatives of which string to pull were not neutral. The strong tendency of these birds to pull the string closest to the meat continued to assume far more importance than subsequent trial-and-error learning, or else they should, after making 79 "mistakes" of pulling on the wrong string, quickly have become retrained to pull on the string lateral to the bait. Instead, they continued to make the same mistake. Although these results do not necessarily relate to insight, they indicate that different individuals may exhibit identical phenotypic behavior (i.e. choosing the correct string when two are dangled side by side) on at least two different criteria. In one case, the criterion involved pulling on string closest to meat and, in the other, it was instead to pull on the string to which the food was connected.
Novel string.--The birds up to now had pulled up meat only on one kind of string (twine).
Were they conditioned to pull twine string (for which they had been rewarded exclusively) or would they pull string of a conspicuously different kind for which they had never once been rewarded? To find out, I continued to provide light-colored twine string as a control, but provided the reward on new dark green, woven shoelaces. The results were clear-cut; even though the birds previously had been rewarded only when pulling the twine, they pulled almost exclusively on the green shoelaces (32 correct vs. 1 incorrect trial in the four birds; Table   1 , G). Instead of their performance deteriorating in pulling the correct string, they had now greatly improved their performance, and they had done so without trials. They had learned previously that food was provided not on a particular string, but on string connected to food. (I presume the improvement in performance likely was due to a greater ability to visually track the two strings when several dissimilar ones were dangled simultaneously close together.)
Heft. during the previous week, so they were familiar and habituated to this food.) Might they know (without thais) that they would be unable to pull up the sheep's head, or would they randomly pull the two strings until they learned which yielded an immediate reward?
On the first thais, on 19 January, Birds 4 and 5 each pulled twice on the string with the small piece of meat (M). Bird 3 pulled at M four times, and jumped up from the ground at the sheep's head (SH) three times. That is, in eight responses, none involved the bird trying to pull on the string with the SH.
To find out if the birds were inhibited from pulling on the string leading to the SH, I tied the string with the meat to the SH so that pulling on the M also would pull on the SH. In this situation, Bird 4 pulled once on the string with M, and Bird 3 pulled on both (17 times on M, and 7 times on SH) and jumped up at the SH twice. Therefore, there was no inhibition to pulling on the string that led to the SH. The birds also were not afraid of the SH itself; when I untied the string with the head from the perch, Birds 3, 4 and 5 immediately approached the head on the ground and/or they pulled on the now horizontal string attached to the head.
After establishing that the birds had not been afraid of the head as such, or of pulling on the string attached to it, I again suspended the SH from the perch as before. Again, Birds 4 and 5 pulled only on the meat (three times each), and Bird 3 pulled it once, while flying six times at the SH and flying eight times at the M.
The above tests and results were repeated the following day. The SH and M were suspended side by side. As before, the birds made no attempt to pull up the SH. Three birds pulled only on the string with M (Bird 4, eight times; Bird 5, seven times; Bird 30, five times). Bird 3 jumped up at the SH 6 times and at the M 10 times; it pulled on the M string 5 times, and on the SH string twice. As on the day before, I then untied the string with the SH from the perch and lowered it to the ground; within 10 s all four birds were feeding on it, now totally ignoring the piece of meat on the string that had attracted their nearly exclusive attention moments before. I conclude that the birds had no fear of the SH that they desired to feed on, but (without trials) they preferred to try to pull up on what was a food reward of considerably lower value. Therefore, in this the sixth in a series of different novel problems to which the ravens were presented, they performed the appropriate behavior without first overtly trying the inappropriate alternatives.
Juvenile experience?--In another group of handreared birds string pulling was examined (in four individuals) for 1 h each on both 13 and 17 July 1993, when they were approximately two months out of the nest. At this age young, ravens are not yet highly neophobic (Heinrich, 1995) , and all four birds approached the strings without hesitation. They repeatedly looked down at the meat from their perches and persistently pecked and yanked on the strings. However, none of the birds showed any stringpulling behavior.
I retested three of the birds (one had left) on 17 September 1995. During the intervening two years and two months, the birds had been in captivity and had not been exposed to food on string. All three birds pulled up or were able to pull up meat on string within several seconds were feeding on a cow carcass. Throughout the next three days, the meat remained intact, and I conclude no raven pulled it up. The birds appeared agitated, making alarm calls the first morning for 15 rain, and delaying feeding for at least 30 min. Thus, they apparently were fearful of the string.
Two groups of 14 and 13 wild ravens were captured and examined in a 7,000-m 3 aviary in the Maine woods after they had been in captivity for at least two months. In the first group, within 2 h only 1 bird in the 14 came near 1 of the 20 strings, each provided simultaneously with food (no strings were present previously) jumping up and down (i.e. within 1 m) but not touching it. On the second occasion the food was provided (the next day), the same bird again approached, but this time he went directly to the string despite showing hesitancy, and then pulled it up expertly on his first trial. Throughout six days of additional 1-h trials, only 3 of the 14 birds pulled up food. Two additional birds once landed on a perch above a string with food, looked down, and then left without approaching any other string. The nine remaining birds may have examined the food on string, but they never came closer than 3 m to it. Thirteen days after the above tests, the birds again were given food on 20 different strings. The same four birds plus two others now pulled up meat.
In the second group of wild-caught ravens consisting of 13 individuals, 1 bird had pulled up food within 31 min and, within 90 min, 3 more birds pulled up food, for a total of 41 times (strings repeatedly were reprovisioned). No bird ever approached an empty string.
DISCUSSION
Pulling up food attached to string is a behavior that has been described for at least 10 species of birds (Thorpe 1963), and it once was thought to be a demonstration of "insight." Subsequent work examining the ontogeny of the behavior in naive finches and parids, however, showed that it was only acquired in young birds after food was directly attached to the perch. The distance between perch and food was then gradually lengthened a few centimeters at a time.
My study demonstrates that a few (possibly exceptional) individual Common Ravens are able to obtain food suspended on a long string without appearing to go through a lengthy learning process before success is achieved. The successful completion of the task involved reaching down and grasping some string, pulling it up, stepping on the pulled-up loop, releasing the bill from the string, and reaching down again, etc., to repeat the sequence five to eight times.
Fundamentally, there are four ways in which a precise behavioral sequence of numerous steps could be achieved: (1) random chance; (2) programming present already at birth; (3) learning both the sequence and its effect; and (4) insight However, given enough time, it presumably is not difficult to teach a bird a specific sequence of some 30 steps if one starts out at first making the food easy to reach (the string is then gradually lowered), so that motivation is maintained to continue the learning process. The possibility of some learning and some innate behavior in the ravens' performance of accessing food suspended on string is not discounted. However, it also is possible that ravens, on occasion, could have insight into a problem, therefore allowing them to perform this novel sequence of behavioral steps on the first trial. I speculate that the most critical step in the solution to the stringpulling problem was the stepping on pulledup string. This step could have been achieved by random chance rather than insight. However, insight may have followed so that the random "discovery" could be instantly exploited. 
